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Abstract
The recent observation of room temperature spin-dependent photoluminescence (PL) emission
from hexagonal boron nitride’s (h-BN’s) defect centers motivates for performing a complementary
low-temperature photophysical study of quantum emitters under relatively high magnetic fields.
Here, we investigate the PL emission dynamics of h-BN’s visible single-photon emitters under an
applied out-of-plane magnetic field at cryogenic temperatures. The PL intensity of the emitters in
our work strikingly exhibits strong magnetic field dependence and decreases with the increased
magnetic field. A substantial decrease in the integrated PL intensity of the emitters by up to one
order of magnitude was observed when the applied field is increased from 0 T to 7 T. The observed
reversible photodarkening of PL emission due to the applied magnetic field is in very well
agreement with the predictions of a recent joint experimental and theoretical study and can
happen only if the spin-selective, non-radiative, and asymmetric intersystem crossing transitions
proceed from the triplet excited state to the lowest-lying spin-singlet metastable state and from the
metastable state to the triplet ground state. Our results not only shed more light on the light
emission paths of defect centers in h-BN but also show the use of the magnetic field as an efficient
control knob in the development of magneto-optical devices.

1. Introduction

Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) as a wide-bandgap
van der Waals material has been considered intens-
ively by the scientific community due to its excit-
ing chemical, optical, electronic, and mechanical
properties [1, 2]. It has also attracted much recent
interest for the applications of quantum photonics
[3] following the first-time demonstration of room-
temperature single-photon emission from its defect
centers [4]. The exciting properties of h-BN single-
photon emitters such as high brightness at room
temperature [4], high stability up to 800 K [5],
spectral tunability [6–8], large Debye–Waller factor
[9], and dipole-like emission with high polarization
contrast [10] put them to forefront for those applic-
ations. The single photon emitters in h-BN can be
activated/created by different post-growth processing
techniques including high-temperature annealing,
chemical etching, electron beam irradiation, ion

implantation, and laser irradiation [4, 6, 11–13]. The
deterministic creation of large arrays of quantum
emitters has been also achieved by placing the h-
BN onto lithographically patterned silica nano-pillars
[14] similar to the deterministic creation of quantum
emitters in two-dimensional WSe2 [15, 16]. The
microscopic origin of single-photon emitters emit-
ting in the visible range has been studied extens-
ively and attributed to different types of defects
and their complexes [17, 18], whereas the origin
of the emitters emitting in the 850 nm region was
attributed to negatively charged boron vacancy

(
V−
B

)
[19]. The question of whether h-BN has also optic-
ally addressable spin defects [20] similar to other
wide bandgap materials such as diamond [21, 22]
and silicon carbide [23] has been the subject of
recent studies and explored in detail. Although early
magneto-photoluminescence (PL) studies reported
the nonmagnetic behavior of h-BN quantum emitters
[9, 24], the spin defects in h-BN materials have been
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initialized and readout in optically detected mag-
netic resonance experiments [19, 25–27] as well as
in a recent magneto-PL experiment [28]. The inter-
face between the stationary spin of these defects
and the optical photon is not only important for
the transfer of quantum information in quantum
networks [29, 30] but also for quantum sensing
applications [31]. The recent observation of room
temperature spin-dependent PL emission from h-
BN’s defect centers motivates for performing a com-
plementary photophysical study of quantum emit-
ters under relatively high magnetic fields and at low
temperatures.

Here, we studied the PL emission dynamics of h-
BN single-photon emitters under an applied out-of-
plane magnetic field at cryogenic temperatures. Sim-
ilar to the results of previous experimental studies
[9, 24], we did not observe any pronounced Zeeman
splitting or shifting of the zero-phonon line (ZPL)
emission wavelength. However, the PL intensity of
the emitters in our work strikingly exhibits strong
magnetic field dependence and decreases with the
increased magnetic field. Taking the predictions of a
recent joint experimental and theoretical study [28]
as a reference, we concluded that the photodark-
ening of PL emission observed in our work under
the applied out-of-plane magnetic field can happen
only if the spin-dependent non-radiative intersystem
crossing (ISC) transitions happen from the triplet
excited state to the lowest-lying spin-singlet meta-
stable state and from themetastable state to the triplet
ground state. The results of our low-temperature
magneto-PL experiments are very well in agreement
with the prediction of [28]. Our results not only shed
more light on the light emission paths of defect cen-
ters in h-BN but also show the use of the magnetic
field as an efficient control knob in the development
of magneto-optical devices.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample preparation and optical
characterization at room temperature
In this study, we used commercially available (pur-
chased from 2D Semiconductors company) h-BN
flakes in ethanol solution. Before drop-casting the h-
BN solution onto a SiO2/Si substrate, we cleaned the
substrate by using acetone, isopropanol, and distilled
water. Following the cleaning process of the substrate,
we drop-casted h-BN solution onto the substrate and
let it dry overnight under atmospheric conditions. As
a next step, the samples were annealed at 850 ◦C,
under 1 Torr argon pressure for 30 min (Protherm
Furnace PC 442) to create optically active defect cen-
ters. To measure the Raman and PL spectra at room
temperature, we used Raman Confocal Microscope
(WITec).

2.2. Low-temperature PL andmagneto-PL
measurements
Following its initial optical characterization at room
temperature, we further studied the photophysics
of those emitters at low temperatures by using the
home-built low-temperature micro-PL setup. In that
setup, the h-BN samples were mounted inside a
closed-cycle cryostat (Attodry 1000) with a base
temperature of 3.5 K. The built-in superconduct-
ing magnet inside the cryostat was utilized in order
to apply magnetic fields in the out-of-plane dir-
ection. A picosecond pulsed laser diode operating
at 532 nm under both continuous wave (CW) and
pulsed mode was used as an excitation source. Fol-
lowing the excitation, emitted PL light was collected
via a low-temperature compatiblemicroscope object-
ive (0.82 NA) and coupled to a single-mode fiber
after spectrally filtered by a 550 nm long-pass filter.
A combination of a 750 mm focal length spectro-
graph (Princeton Instrument SpectraPro HRS-750)
and a liquid nitrogen-cooled silicon charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera (PyLoN) was used to record
PL spectra. For the second-order photon correlation
measurements, emitted PL light was first filtered with
a bandpass filter and then directed to the Hanbury
Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup consisting of a 50:50
beam splitter connected to two silicon single photon
avalanche diode (SPAD) with a photon timing resol-
ution of 50 ps (Micro Photon Devices (MPD)-PDM
series). TheHydraHarp 400multichannel picosecond
event timer and time-correlated single photon count-
ing (TCSPC) module (PicoQuant) was used in order
to obtain coincidence counts. To perform spectral dif-
fusion measurements on the order of 100 ms, the PL
emissionwas directly sent to CCD,whereas it was sent
to one of the avalanche photodiodes (APDs) for 1 ms
blinking studies.

3. Results

3.1. Room-temperature optical characterization of
h-BN defect centers
In this study, we investigated the photophysics of
single-photon emitters in h-BN at low temperatures
and under applied out-of-plane magnetic fields. The
solution of h-BN containing mono and a few lay-
ers of h-BN flakes in ethanol was purchased from
the 2D semiconductors company. The thickness of
h-BN flakes varies from 1 to 10 atomic layers and
10 nm–10 mm in lateral size. Following the cleaning
process of a SiO2/Si, a small amount of h-BN solution
was drop-casted onto it. To activate defect centers,
we applied a thermal annealing process for 30 min
at 850 ◦C under 1 Torr argon pressure. Figure 1(a)
shows the optical microscope image of the drop-
casted h-BN flakes on the SiO2/Si substrate after the
thermal annealing process. Figure 1(b) shows the
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Figure 1. Optical characterization of h-BN flakes at room
temperature. (a) Optical microscope image of the drop-
casted h-BN flakes on the SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Raman
spectrum of an h-BN flake. (c) Room-temperature PL
spectrum of one of the h-BN defect emitters.

Raman spectrum of the h-BN flake taken from the
circled region in figure 1(a). The typical Raman shift
of thick h-BN flake is given by 1366 cm−1 (170 meV)
and confirms themultilayer nature of the flake [4, 32].

For the PL measurements of defect centers hav-
ing electronic energy levels inside the band gap of
the h-BN, sub-bandgap excitation (532 nm laser) was
utilized. Figure 1(c) shows the exemplary room tem-
perature PL spectrum of one of those defect emit-
ters. It consists of a pronounced ZPL located around
668 nm (∼1.86 eV) and a low-energy phonon side-
band separated from the ZPL by an energy differ-
ence of ∼160 meV. Similar to the previous studies
[6, 9, 33–35], we have also observed PL emissions
at different wavelengths spanning the region from
580 nm to 780 nm (supplementary figure 2).

3.2. Photophysics of h-BN defect centers at low
temperatures
Having confirmed the successful activation of h-
BN defect centers, we further probed the emission
dynamics of those emitters at liquid helium temper-
ature. For magneto-PL experiments we performed in
this work, one needs to have stable and long-term
emissions from studied emitters to clearly see the
effect of the applied magnetic field. In order to probe
the emission dynamics of the h-BN emitters, spec-
tral diffusion and blinking measurements were per-
formed at liquid helium temperature. The top panel
of figures 2(a)–(c) shows the low-temperature PL
spectra of three different emitters. By sending the PL

emission directly to the silicon CCD camera we recor-
ded the time evolution of the emissionwith a time res-
olution of on the order of 100 ms. The central panel
of the same figures (d)–(f) shows the correspond-
ing time trajectories of each PL emission which were
obtained by continuously integrating the PL spec-
trum with an integration time of 0.1–0.3 s. To probe
the blinking in the PL emission of the h-BN defect
emitters in faster time scales, we further increased
the resolution of the measurements from 100 ms to
1 ms by sending the emitted light instead to one of
the silicon SPADs with a photon timing resolution of
50 ps. Figure 2(g) shows the spectral diffusion (inset
of PL plot) and blinking measurements of another
h-BN emitter both on the order of 100 ms and 1 ms
time scale, respectively. We observed very stable PL
emission even at a 1 ms time scale. We measured the
PL emission spectra of different emitters at different
wavelengths and studied the photostability of those
emitters as well. We rarely observed spectral diffusion
and blinking (not shown) in the PL emission of those
emitters. For our magneto-PL experiments, we elim-
inated those unstable emitters and worked with the
spectral diffusion and blinking free emitters such as
in figure 2. Our results evidently show that the emit-
ters in h-BN flakes that we studied provide long-term
stable emission, which is essential for both optoelec-
tronic and quantum photonics technologies.

3.3. Quantum light emission from h-BN defect
centers
To confirm the quantum nature of the emitted light,
we have also performed photon antibunching exper-
iments both under CW and pulsed excitation by util-
izing an HBT interferometer. Figure 3 shows the his-
tograms of the second-order correlation function for
one of the h-BN defect emitters. Observation of pro-
nounced photon antibunching dip in the case of CW
excitation (figure 3(b)) or suppressed peak for pulsed
excitation (figure 3(c)) at zero delay time with the
g2(0) values smaller than 0.5 confirms the quantum
nature of the emitted light from the studied emitter.
In order to obtain the g2(0) value in figure 3(b), we
used the following equation to fit our data

g 2 (τ) =
1− [1+ a+ b]exp

(
−|τ |
τ1

)
+ aexp

(
−|τ |
τ2

)
+ b+ bkgr− 1

bkgr
,

where a and b are the background, bkgr is the back-
ground by uncorrelated light, τ 1 and τ 2 are the
antibunching constants, and τ is the delay time.
The obtained g2(0) = 0.27 value for this par-
ticular emitter confirms its quantum nature. The

excited-state lifetime of τ 1 = 3.18 ns was also
obtained for the same emitter. We have performed
photon antibunching experiments for different emit-
ters and obtained g2(0) values in the range of
0.27–0.40.
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Figure 2. Photophysics of h-BN quantum emitters at low
temperature. (a)–(c) Are low-temperature PL spectra (top
panel), and (d)–(f) are corresponding spectral trajectories
(central panel) of the h-BN emitters with a time resolution
of on the order of 100 ms. (g) PL spectrum and 1 ms time
trace from a different h-BN emitter. The inset in the PL
graph shows the spectral trajectory of the emitter. All data
were taken at 3.5 K.

Figure 3. Photon auto-correlation measurements with the
PL emission of the h-BN defect center. (a) Low-temperature
PL spectrum of the h-BN defect emitter. Photon
auto-correlation measurements under continuous-wave
(b) and pulsed (c) laser excitation. The g2(0)= 0.27 and
0.36 values in (b) and (c) confirm the quantum nature of
the emitted light. All data were taken at 3.5 K.

3.4. Temperature-dependent PL study of h-BN
quantum emitters
To further probe the photophysics of h-BN defect
centers, we have performed photon antibunching
experiments for another emitter (E8) in a temper-
ature range from 3.5 to 293 K. Figure 4(a) shows
the evolution of the ZPL emission in a temperat-
ure range from 3.5 to 293 K. The observed redshift
(figure 4(b)) in the ZPL energy and broadening of
the line width (figure 4(c)) with the increased tem-
perature is a common behavior of localized emit-
ters both in h-BN [24, 33] and other wide bandgap
materials such as SiV [36] and chromium defect [37]
centers in diamond. As also concluded in one of the
previous studies [33], the redshift of the ZPL emis-
sion observed in our work can be attributed to the
increase in bulk lattice constant whereas the broad-
ening of its line width is attributed to the coupling
between the defect center and low-energy acoustic
phonons. To confirm the quantum light emission
characteristic of this particular emitter in each indi-
vidual temperature, we have performed second-order

Figure 4. Temperature-dependent photophysical study of
an h-BN quantum emitter. (a) The evolution of ZPL
emission in a temperature range from 3.5 to 293 K,
(b) temperature-dependent ZPL energy shift,
(c) temperature dependence of the ZPL line width
(FWHM), (d) corresponding second-order photon
auto-correlation measurements under CW excitation and
different temperatures (from 3.5 to 293 K), (e) the excited
state lifetimes of the emitter extracted from the fit in (d),
(f) obtained values of the second-order correlation
function at zero delay time (g2(0)).

photon auto-correlation measurements by sending
the PL emission directly to the HBT interferometer.
As can be clearly seen from figure 4(d), the emitter
sustains its single photon emission behavior at elev-
ated temperatures as well. The data in figure 4(d) have
been fitted by utilizing a three-level model and cor-
responding fitting function. The obtained values of
g2(0)= 0.44 (3.5 K), g2(0)= 0.45 (30 K), g2(0)= 0.41
(90 K), g2(0) = 0.44 (150 K), g2(0) = 0.37 (210 K),
and g2(0) = 0.41 (293 K) for this particular emitter
confirm its quantum nature at corresponding tem-
peratures (figure 4(f)). The excited state lifetimes τ 1
of the emitter have been also extracted from the fit in
(d) and changes between 4.2 and 6 ns (figure 4(e)).
They do not show pronounced temperature depend-
ence and are very well in agreement with the observa-
tions obtained in the previous studies [24, 33].

3.5. Low-temperature magneto-PL studies of h-BN
single-photon emitters
Having shown the presence of stable quantum light
emitters, we finally studied the behavior of those
stable PL emissions under an applied magnetic field
in Faraday geometry (e.g. perpendicular to the h-
BN plane). The top panel of figure 5 shows the low-
temperature PL emission spectra of five different
quantum emitters (E) with (red curve) and without
(black curve) applied magnetic fields. Similar to the
results from the previous experimental studies [9, 24],
we did not observe any pronounced Zeeman split-
ting as well as shifting of the ZPL emissionwavelength
(supplementary figure 3). However, the PL intensity
of the emitters in our work interestingly shows strong
magnetic field dependence and decreases with the
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Figure 5. Top panel: Low-temperature PL spectra of five
h-BN defect emitters (E1, E2, E3, E4, and E7) with (red
curve) and without (black curve) external magnetic field.
Bottom panel: PL spectra of the same emitters after the
magnetic field was removed. All PL spectra were taken
at 3.5 K.

increased magnetic field. To rule out the drift-related
PL intensity drop under the applied magnetic fields,
wemaximized the PL intensity each time by adjusting
the emitter position with x, y, and z nanopositioners.
We studied eight different emitters and seven of them
showed strong magnetic field dependence. Only one
of the studied emitters (E6) was not sensitive to the
applied magnetic field, and we did not observe any
noticeable change in terms of its PL intensity (sup-
plementary figure 4). We also observed that the pro-
cess is reversible meaning that the PL intensity almost
recovers its zero-field value when the applied field
is removed. The bottom panel of figure 5 shows the
zero-field PL spectrum of each emitter taken just after
the magnetic field lowered down to 0 T and confirms
the reversibility of the process.

To further illustrate the strong effect of the applied
magnetic field on the PL emission of each emitter, in
figure 6 we plot the integrated PL intensity of each
emitter at different magnetic fields. The integrated
PL intensity shows strong magnetic field dependence
and decreases with the increased magnetic field. For
the E1, E2, and E7, there is an order of magnitude
decrease in their integrated PL intensity once the field
is increased from 0 T to 7 T. A similar photodark-
ening effect has also been observed under low mag-
netic fields for the PL emission of quantum dots
(QDs) and was attributed to the trapping of the elec-
trons in a defect-related metastable state acting as
a non-radiative decay channel [38]. We also attrib-
uted the strong PL intensity drop to the presence of
long-lived dark metastable states and analyzed it in
detail in the following. We also calculated the integ-
rated PL intensity of E6 under different magnetic
fields. As can be seen from the inset of supplementary

Figure 6. Integrated PL intensity of seven h-BN defect
emitters as a function of the applied out-of-plane magnetic
field. By fitting the PL spectra of each emitter with the
Lorentzian function, the area under the PL spectrum is
taken as integrated PL intensity.

figure 4, it does not show any pronounced magnetic
field dependence and always stays bright.We also note
that the reduction of ZPL intensity of h-BN quantum
emitters has been also demonstrated in the hetero-
structure of graphene and h-BN and attributed to the
energy transfer from h-BN to graphene [39].

To understand the origin of the strong mag-
netic field dependence of the PL intensity, we util-
ized the predictions of the model developed in a
recent study [28]. By combining molecular orbital
and group theory calculations, Exarhos et al proposed
different electronic level structures to understand the
optical behavior of the visible single-photon emit-
ters of h-BN under the applied in-plane and out-of-
planemagnetic fields. The PL simulations of [28] per-
formed according to level diagrams of a defect with a
C2v point group symmetry predict that PL intensity
should take its maximum value at B= 0 and decrease
strongly with the applied out-of-plane magnetic field
if the spin selective, non-radiative, and asymmet-
ric ISC transitions happen from the triplet excited
state to the metastable state and from the metastable
state to the triplet ground state through the lowest-
lying singlet state 1A1 as shown in the supplement-
ary figure 6. Alternatively, ISC transitions involving
both upper (1A2 or 1B2) and lower singlet (1A1)meta-
stable states can also be considered as a possible non-
radiative decay paths. The important point in both
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cases is that the final ISC transition happens from the
lowest-lying 1A1 state and PL intensity drops when
the out-of-plane magnetic field is applied. The res-
ults of our low-temperaturemagneto-PL experiments
performed under relatively large out-of-plane mag-
netic fields are in very well agreement with the predic-
tion of [28] and shedmore light on the light emission
paths of defect centers in h-BN.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have studied the PL emission dynam-
ics of h-BN single-photon emitters under an applied
out-of-plane magnetic field at cryogenic temperat-
ures. Similar to the results of the early magneto-PL
experiments, the ZPL does not show any pronounced
Zeeman splitting or shifting of its wavelength. How-
ever, the PL intensity of the emitters in our work
strikingly shows strong magnetic field dependence
and decreases with the increased magnetic field. A
substantial decrease in the integrated PL intensity
of the emitters by up to one order of magnitude
was also observed when the applied field is increased
from 0 T to 7 T. Taking the predictions of a recent
joint experimental and theoretical study as a refer-
ence, we concluded that the photodarkening of PL
emission observed in our work under the applied
magnetic field can happen only if the spin-selective
non-radiative ISC transitions happen from the triplet
excited state to the metastable state and from the
metastable state to the triplet ground state through
the lowest-lying spin-singlet metastable state. Our
results not only shed more light on the light emission
paths of defect centers in h-BN but also show the use
of the magnetic field as an efficient control knob in
the development of magneto-optical devices.
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